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likely that local tumults  would take place which  could  not be allayed
without loss of   life and widely-extended   disaffection,   which ^would
shew itself in perpetual  attempts to  evade  or resist the   law- would
inspire the people with fear and hatred oC the Government, and would
oppope an indefinite interruption to. the progress of improvement which
had been  commenced within the last few years, and had been attended
wrh  the most favourable indications  of ultimate  success—indications
v/hich  had shewn themselves even in regard to the subject under dis-
cussion, as the practice was   evidently dimtmshing,  particularly  among
persons of respectability, without whose encouragement it would gra-
dually fall into disuse; and,  finally, that the stability of the British
Empire in India might be imperilled, if the  native army,  composed as
it was in a large proportion  of  Hindus of high caste, should take part
with  their countrymen  in  resistance to   the measure.    In answer to
these objections it was  maintained, that tfie rite of concrematlon was
not an essential part of the Hindu  religion, as it was not  even alluded
to by  Manu, the law-giverf held in the  highest veneration by   the
Hindus ; and that  consequently it wa$  no infringement of the principle
of toleration to prohibit the continuance: that, even  if it   could be so
regarded,  it was  not  likely  to ill  the  Hindus with any apprehension
of the ultimate designs of the Qovernment,  as they would  ascribe the
aft to  its true motives—feelings  of humanity—and   would learn, from
subsequent  proceedings conducted in the spirit  which had always influ-
enced the state, to discard any temporary impressions of "fear or mistrust.
The course which  the  preceding administrations  had pursued was no •
doubt, to  be justified by the reasons by  which it  w^is dictated; and
under  similar circumstances^  would still   have to be followed;   but the
circumstances,  of native  society and the progress of enlightened ideas
had  now become  propitious to more decided legislation.    It was possi.
ble  that  some attempts  might be  made  to  resist the enforcement of
the prohibition, but they were not likely  to  be'frequent  or  formidable,
or beyond the exercise  of the  civil power: for the great seat of the
rite  was the province of  Bengal, the inhabitants  of which   were   noto-

